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Last Week’s Trade Ideas
Earnings in some tech names have been bad enough to stoke some fear in the markets. Other tech
names are performing fine, but the focus is clearly on the underperformers. This has lead to a tech
liquidation over the past couple of days. I am looking for this liquidation to lead to short-squeezes.
There is a lot of news this week between Federal Reserve announcements, Apple earnings, and NonFarm Payrolls that could all lead to major equity flows. Add to that that there has been a 1-2 week bull
flow to start new trading months and we have a lot of potential for index flow drivers. This should be a
very interesting week, all-in-all.
The following trades were highlighted during the week as trades I was looking at for entries, holding, or
considering exits:
Date
Stock
7/12/2018 COST
7/5/2018 GLNG
7/9/2018 CIEN
7/10/2018 NTAP
7/17/2018 LULU
7/17/2018 MDT
7/19/2018 CONN
7/24/2018 TIF
7/24/2018 HRB
7/26/2018 NTRS
7/26/2018 ADBE
7/26/2018 CONN
7/26/2018 COST

Trade Idea
8/3 $217.5 Call
8/17 $32.5 Call
8/3 $28.5 Call
8/3 $82.5 Call
8/10 $135 Call
8/10 $90.5 Call
8/17 $41 Call
8/17 $143 Call
8/17 $26 Call
8/17 $115 Call
8/17 $270 Call
8/17 $38 Call
8/24 $225 Call

Highlighted Entry Price Exit Day
Exit Price Current Price % Return
$1.54 7/26/2018
$5.00
225%
$0.64
$0.00
(100%)
$0.28
$0.00
(100%)
$0.89
$0.20
(78%)
$1.37
$0.30
(78%)
$0.61
$0.45
(26%)
$0.90
$0.00
(100%)
$1.30
$0.75
(42%)
$0.19
$0.30
58%
$0.81
$0.65
(20%)
$2.71
$0.80
(70%)
$0.80
$0.60
(25%)
$2.84
$1.60
(44%)

COST – July 12th, 2018 and July 26th, 2018
I rolled up my COST on Thursday’s break out, and now see a simple bull flag with a re-test of the 10-Day
Moving Average that may allow me to add another trade here.
GLNG – July 5th, 2018
GLNG needs a major rally to be of any interest as these options are very unlikely to perform at this point.
CIEN – July 9th, 2018
CIEN appears to be setting up a bull flag but still needs a higher high and higher low – into a rally, I’ll look
for a new position as the current position is extremely unlikely to pay off due to limited time to
expiration.
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NTAP – July 10th, 2018
NTAP got a minor pullback relative to the tech sector liquidation, but into a rally, I’ll be looking for a
potential position change.
LULU – July 17th, 2018
LULU liquidated on Friday but is showing good relative strength today. I’ll look for a roll once we see a
clearer bull flag.
MDT – July 17th, 2018
MDT had a minor pull back and is still trading near highs. This is still a great looking chart overall.
CONN – July 19th, 2018 and July 26th, 2018
CONN broke out on Thursday and pulled back on Friday. Today is a sideways day and the next few days
will determine if I look to add, hold, or pitch this trade.
TIF – July 24th, 2018
TIF looks like it’s setting up a bull flag after Friday’s general market liquidation and today’s hold. I may
look at call diagonals here.
HRB – July 24th, 2018
HRB still looks great in spite of Friday’s market pullback that did hit the stock a little – it continues to
hold above the 10-Day Moving Average.
NTRS – July 26th, 2018
NTRS looks ready to break out after attempting the move late last week – still a good hold here for me.
ADBE – July 26th, 2018
ADBE was hit very hard by the tech liquidation. There is no fundamental reason for the magnitude of
the move, so this tells me positioning was simply too long in ADBE. This needs a quick bull flag for me to
roll my position down via a ratio call spread or else I will look to exit into a bounce as I don’t see this
having an easy time making new highs after the magnitude of the liquidation.
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This Week’s Watch List
These are some of the Trade Ideas that will be on my Watch List to start the week. If/when the
Breakout Level is breached, I will look into the term structure and skew for more precise option entry.
As it stands, the technical and option setups look favorable to possibly trigger a trade idea.
AMBA appears to be setting up a potential short-squeeze. The stock was weak before tech got weak,
but didn’t sell off during the tech liquidation. This appears to be setting up for a great squeeze if tech
money-flow recovers. But, if tech liquidation continues, it could also join that party. My Breakout Level
will be the July 26th high at $40.16 while my Breakdown Level will be the July 2nd low at $37.17:

Screenshot from LiveVol Pro

As long as IV is under 43%, I like executing the trade with 3-week out, 30-Delta Options:
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BIG has had an incredible consolidation period and now seems primed to break out (or down). My
Breakout Level will be the July 19th high at $44.50 and my Breakdown Level will be the May 9th low at
$39.48:

Screenshot from LiveVol Pro

As long as IV is under 31%, I like executing the trade with 3-week out, 30-Delta Options:
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RH pulled back after great earnings. I prefer trading something with strong earnings from the long side,
and will use the July 26th high of $143.37 as my Breakout Level:

Screenshot from LiveVol Pro

As long as IV is under 48%, I like executing the trade with 3-week out, 30-Delta Calls:
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UNH is testing highs with no major pull backs. My Breakout Level will be the July 13th high at $259.01:

Screenshot from LiveVol Pro

As long as IV is under 16%, I like executing the trade with 3-week out, 30-Delta Calls:
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USB is breaking out and above the 200-Day Moving Average. My Breakout Level will be a CLOSE above
the 200-Day Moving Average, currently at $52.85:

Screenshot from LiveVol Pro

As long as IV is under 16%, I like executing the trade with 3-week out, 30-Delta Calls:
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All Services and Content Are Provided for Educational and Information Purposes
Only and Are Not Intended as Legal or Financial Advice.
The information and content provided in or through these Services is for educational and informational
purposes only. By accessing and/or using the Services you acknowledge that the Services are not
intended to be a substitute for legal, investment, or financial advice that can be provided by an attorney,
accountant, and/or financial advisor. You further acknowledge that you should not rely solely on the
Services in making any investment or financial decision, and should always check with your financial
advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment.
All information provided in or through these Services is strictly informational and is not to be construed
as advocating, promoting or advertising registered or unregistered investments of any kind whatsoever.
The information is provided “as-is” and is not guaranteed to be correct, complete, or current. Option Pit
and Trade Academy do not guarantee that you will attain a particular result, outcome, or earnings, and
you accept and understand that each individual’s results will vary and depend on numerous factors.
Option Pit and Trade Academy are not investment advisors and are not registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”).
Further, owners, employees, agents or representatives of Option Pit and Trade Academy are not acting
as investment advisors and might not be registered with the SEC or FINRA.

